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From Award-Winning Author, MaryLu Tyndall, comes an exciting Medieval Romance surrounding

the Spear of Destiny! Another novel knocked out of the literary ballpark by author MaryLuTyndall!  ~

Michelle Griep, author of THE CAPTIVE HEART and BRENTWOODâ€™S WARDAlexia D'Clere

didn't ask to be Protector of the Spear, but after her dying mother gave her the tiny metal object and

made her promise to keep it safe, she had no choice. Orphaned at age eight, she began to take

over the running of her parent's castle with the help of a trusted steward. Yet, when a plot to murder

her was revealed, a friar whisked her away to live hidden in the forest. There, she learned to shoot

expertly with bow and arrow and hone her skills to see into the spirit realm.Now, at eighteen, Alexia

continues to keep the Spear protected, provide meat for the starving village, while secretly caring for

her ill sister who still lives in the castle. With Alexia's powers of spiritual discernment and her skill as

an archer, she is no match for those who come for the spear. That is until she meets Ronar

LePeine, one of the King's elite guard. Ronar desires nothing more than to do his duty to God and

King and pay penance for past sins. Yet a forest sprite with red, flaming hair blocks his every move,

all the while enchanting him like no other. Something evil lurks at Castle Luxley, and both Ronar and

Alexia are soon thrust into the middle of a spiritual battle which will not only test their very beliefs,

but put them both in mortal danger.  Categories>Medieval Romance>Inspirational

Romance>Medieval Fantasy>Historical Romance>Romantic Suspense>Christian Romance>Clean

Romance
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She Walks in Power is the first book in a new medieval romance series called "Protectors of the

Spear" by MaryLu Tyndall. I have been eagerly awaiting this new release and I am so pleased that it

is finally here! Fans of Tyndall may worry that this isn't a pirate book like most of her others, but I

can assure you that it is still phenomenal. Also, there seems to be quite the trend recently with

young adult red-headed heroines in the Christian fiction market. Authors including Jody Hedlund,

Melanie Dickerson, and now MaryLu Tyndall have all recently released novels with this in common,

but again, I can assure you that this book is still worth the read; it stands out among the rest and is

in fact my favorite of the three. The novel centers around a girl of noble birth who is hiding out in the

woods since an assassination plot on her life almost a decade before the book begins. She is a

follower of Christ and has been gifted with a spirit of discernment, which may be disconcerting for

some readers, but I believe in it and loved to see it interwoven into current fiction. Anyway, this girl,

Alexa, was entrusted by her mother with the spearhead that pierced Christ's body to ensure he was

dead on the cross. This has been passed down through the ages in the story, and is now protected

by Alexa. Alexa is also a Robin Hood type figure, who hunts in the forest where she lives for food for

nearby villagers. She also tries to keep crime low and morale high. Ronar is a local knight who

happens to be traipsing through Alexa's forest one day. Naturally, she attacks him, and naturally, he

fights back and tries to catch her before realizing that she is a woman. This catches both of them off

guard: Ronar isn't used to being ambushed, and Alexa's not used to being caught.
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